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Abstract. In this paper we consider the L n W A ! A,
L nf .´/D .1 /Dnf .´/CInf .´/ linear operator, where Dn is the Saˇlaˇgean differential
operator and In is the Saˇlaˇgean integral operator. We study several differential subordinations
generated by L n. We introduce a class of holomorphic functions Lmn .ˇ/, and obtain some
subordination results.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
Let U be the unit disk in the complex plane:
U D f´ 2C W j´j< 1g :
Let H .U / be the space of holomorphic functions in U and let
Am D
˚
f 2H .U / W f .´/D ´CamC1´mC1C  ;´ 2 U
	
with A1 DA. For a 2C and m 2N, N0 DN[f0g ;ND f1;2; : : :g let




f 2A W <´f
00.´/
f 0.´/ C1 > 0;´ 2 U

the class of normalized convex functions in U .
Definition 1 ([5], def. 3.5.1). Let f and g be analytic functions in U . We say that
the function f is subordinate to the function g, if there exists a function w, which is
analytic in U and w.0/D 0I jw.´/j < 1I´ 2 U , such that f .´/D g.w.´//I 8´ 2 U:
We denote by  the subordination relation. If g is univalent, then f  g if and only
if f .0/D g.0/ and f .U / g .U /.
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Let  WC3U !C be a function and let h be univalent in U . If p is analytic in
U and satisfies the (second-order) differential subordination
.i/  
 
p .´/ ;´p0 .´/ ;´2p00 .´/ I´ h.´/ ; .´ 2 U/
then p is called a solution of the differential subordination. The univalent function q
is called a dominant of the solution of the differential subordination, or more simply
a dominant, if p  q for all p satisfying .i/. A dominant eq, which satisfies eq  q
for all dominants q of .i/ is said to be the best dominant of .i/. The best dominant
is unique up to a rotation of U . In order to prove the original results we use the
following lemmas.
Lemma 1 (Hallenbeck and Ruscheweyh, [2]). Let h be a convex function with
h.0/D a, and let  2C be a complex number with <  0. If p 2H Œa;n and
p.´/C 1

´p0.´/ h.´/; ´ 2 U
then






h.t/t=n 1dt; ´ 2 U:
Lemma 2 (Miller and Mocanu, [3]). Let q be a convex function in U and let
h.´/D q.´/Cn˛´q0.´/; ´ 2 U
where ˛ > 0 and n is a positive integer. If
p.´/D q.0/Cpn´nCpnC1´nC1C  ; ´ 2 U
is holomorphic in U and
p.´/Cn˛´p0.´/ h.´/; ´ 2 U
then
p.´/ q.´/
and this result is sharp.
Definition 2 ([8]). For f 2 A;n 2 N0, the Saˇlaˇgean differential operator Dn is
defined by Dn WA!A,
D0f .´/D f .´/;
: : :
DnC1f .´/D ´ Dnf .´/0 ;´ 2 U
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Definition 3 ([8]). For f 2A;n 2N0 DN[f0g ;ND f1;2; : : :g, the operator In
is defined by
I 0f .´/D f .´/;
: : :
Inf .´/D I  In 1f .´/ ;´ 2 U











´ 2 U , .n 2N0/ and ´.Inf .´//0 D In 1f .´/.
Definition 4. Let  0;n 2N. Denote byL n the operator given by
L n WA!A,
L nf .´/D .1 /Dnf .´/CInf .´/ ;´ 2 U:













k;´ 2 U: (1.1)
2. MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 1. Let q be a convex function, q.0/D 1 and let h be the function
h.´/D q.´/C´q0.´/;´ 2 U:
If f 2A,  0, n 2N and satisfies the differential subordination
L nf .´/




 q.´/; ´ 2 U
and this result is sharp.


















´ 2 U . From (2.2) we have p 2H Œ1;1. Let
L nf .´/D ´p.´/;´ 2 U: (2.3)
Differentiating (2.3), we obtain
L nf .´/
0 D p.´/C´p0.´/;´ 2 U: (2.4)
Then (2.1) becomes
p.´/C´p0.´/ h.´/;´ 2 U: (2.5)
By using Lemma 2, we have




 q.´/; ´ 2 U:

Remark 4. If D 0we get Theorem 4 from Oros [6] and for D 1we get Theorem
4 from Baˇlaˇet¸i [1].
Example 1. For D 0, nD 1, f 2A we deduce that
f 0.´/C´f 00.´/ 1
.1 ´/2 ; ´ 2 U
implies
f 0.´/ 1
1 ´; ´ 2 U:




.1 ´/2 ; ´ 2 U
implies R ´




1 ´; ´ 2 U:
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Theorem 2. Let q be a convex function, q.0/D 1 and let h be the function
h.´/D q.´/C´q0.´/;´ 2 U:








 q.´/; ´ 2 U











































p.´/C´p0.´/ h.´/D q.´/C´q0.´/; ´ 2 U:
By using Lemma 2 we have
p.´/ q.´/ i:e: L
nC1f .´/
L nf .´/
 q.´/; ´ 2 U:

Theorem 3. Let q be a convex function, q.0/D 1 and let h be the function
h.´/D q.´/C´q0.´/;´ 2 U:
If f 2A,  0, n 2N and satisfies the differential subordination 
L nC1f .´/
0Ch In 1f .´/0   InC1f .´/0i h.´/; ´ 2 U (2.7)
then 
L nf .´/
0  q.´/; ´ 2 U
and this result is sharp.
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Proof. By using the properties of operatorL n, we obtain
L nC1f .´/D .1 /DnC1f .´/CInC1f .´/ ;´ 2 U: (2.8)
Then (2.7) becomes
.1 /DnC1f .´/CI nC1f .´/0Ch I n 1f .´/0   I nC1f .´/0i h.´/; ´ 2 U:
(2.9)
After computation we get







0i0Ch´ Inf .´/0i0  h.´/:




0C´ Dnf .´/00iCh Inf .´/0C´ Inf .´/00i h.´/
or 
L nf .´/
0C´L nf .´/00  h.´/; ´ 2 U: (2.10)
Let













































k 1 D 1Cp1´Cp2´2C 
In view of (2.11), we deduce that p 2H Œ1;1. Using the notation in (2.11), the (2.10)
differential subordination becomes
p.´/C´p0.´/ h.´/D q.´/C´q0.´/; ´ 2 U:
By using Lemma 2 we have
p.´/ q.´/ i:e: L nf .´/0  q.´/; ´ 2 U:

Remark 5. If D 0we get Theorem 2 from Oros [6] and for D 1we get Theorem
2 from Baˇlaˇet¸i [1].
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Example 3. For D 0, nD 1, f 2A we deduce that
f 0.´/C3´f 00.´/C´2f 000.´/ 1C2´; ´ 2 U
implies
f 0.´/C´f 00.´/ 1C´; ´ 2 U:









; ´ 2 U:
If f 2A satisfies the differential subordination 
L nC1f .´/
0Ch In 1f .´/0   InC1f .´/0i h.´/; ´ 2 U (2.12)
then 
L nf .´/
0  q.´/; ´ 2 U




h.t/dt . The function q is convex and is the best
dominant.
Proof. If we use the differential subordination technique we can see that the func-
tion g is convex.[3], p. 66 By using (2.11) we obtain 
L nC1f .´/
0Ch In 1f .´/0   InC1f .´/0iD p.´/C´p0.´/; ´ 2 U
Then (2.12) becomes
p.´/C´p0.´/ h.´/; ´ 2 U:
Since p 2H Œ1;1, we deduce that p.´/ q.´/, i.e.
L nf .´/




h.t/dt; ´ 2 U
and q is the best dominant. 
Remark 6. If D 0 we get Theorem 3 from Oros [6].
Example 4. For D 0, nD 0, h.´/D 1C´
1 ´ we deduce that
f 0.´/C´f 00.´/ 1C´
1 ´ ; ´ 2 U;
implies
f 0.´/ 1  2
´
ln.1 ´/ ; ´ 2 U:
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; ´ 2 U:
If f 2A satisfies the differential subordination
L nf .´/




 q.´/; ´ 2 U




h.t/dt . The function q is convex and is the best
dominant.
Proof. If we use the differential subordination technique we can see that the func-
tion g is convex. [3], p. 66. Differentiating both sides in (2.2) we obtain
L nf .´/
0 D p.´/C´p0.´/; ´ 2 U
Then (2.13) becomes
p.´/C´p0.´/ h.´/; ´ 2 U:







h.t/dt; ´ 2 U
and q is the best dominant. 
Remark 7. If D 0we get Theorem 5 from Oros [6] and for D 1we get Theorem
5 from Baˇlaˇet¸i [1].
Example 5. For D 0, nD 1, h.´/D 1
.1C´/2 we deduce that
f 0.´/ 1





1C´; ´ 2 U:
We get the same result as [4].
Definition 5 ([7], [9], [1], [6]). If 0  ˇ < 1 and n 2N, we let Lmn .ˇ/ stand for
the class of functions f 2Am, which satisfy the inequality
<L nf .´/0 > ˇ; .´ 2 U/:
Remark 8. For nD 0 we obtain <f 0.´/ > ˇ.
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Theorem 6. The set Lmn .ˇ/ is convex.





k; i D 1;2 ´ 2 U
be in the class Lmn .ˇ/. It is sufficient to show that the function
h.´/D 1f1.´/C2f2.´/


















´k; ´ 2 U: (2.14)
Differentiating (2.14), we get
L nh.´/














































> i .ˇ 1/ ; i D 1;2: (2.16)
Using (2.16) we get from (2.15)
<L nh.´/0 > 1C1 .ˇ 1/C2 .ˇ 1/ ;
and since 1C2 D 1, we deduce
<L nh.´/0 > ˇ; .´ 2 U /
i.e. Lmn .ˇ/ is convex. 
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Theorem 7. If 0 ˇ < 1 and m;n 2N then we have
Lmn .ˇ/ LmnC1 .ı/ ;











1C t dt . The result
is sharp.
Proof. Assume that f 2 Lmn .ˇ/. Let L nf .´/D ´p.´/;´ 2 U . Differentiating,
we obtain 
L nf .´/
0 D p.´/C´p0.´/;´ 2 U:
Since f 2 Lmn .ˇ/, from Definition 5 we have
< p.´/C´p0.´/> ˇ;´ 2 U
which is equivalent to
p.´/C´p0.´/ 1C .2ˇ 1/´
1C´  h.´/;´ 2 U
By using Lemma 1, we have:
























































The function q is convex and is the best dominant. From p.´/ q.´/ follows that








from which we deduce that Lmn .ˇ/ LmnC1 .ı/. 
Remark 9. If D 0we get Theorem 1 from Oros [6] and for D 1we get Theorem
1 from Baˇlaˇet¸i [1].
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where c is a complex number, with <c >  2.
If f 2 Lmn .ˇ/ and F D Ic .f /, where




tcf .t/dt; <c >  2; (2.17)
then 
L nf .´/
0  h.´/; ´ 2 U; (2.18)
implies 
L nF .´/
0  q.´/; ´ 2 U;
and this result is sharp.




tcf .t/dt; <c >  2; ´ 2 U: (2.19)
Differentiating, with respect to z, we obtain
.cC1/F.´/C´F 0.´/D .cC2/f .´/; ´ 2 U
and
.cC1/L nF.´/C´L nF.´/0 D .cC2/L nf .´/; ´ 2 U: (2.20)






00 D L nf .´/0 ; ´ 2 U: (2.21)






00  h.´/D q.´/C 1
cC2´q
0.´/; ´ 2 U: (2.22)
Let










D 1Cp1´Cp2´2C  ; ´ 2 U; p 2H Œ1;1 :
Replacing (2.23) in (2.22) we obtain
p.´/C 1
cC2´p
0.´/ h.´/D q.´/C 1
cC2´q
0.´/; ´ 2 U;
Using Lemma 1, we obtain p.´/ q.´/ i.e.
L nF .´/
0  q.´/; ´ 2 U;
and q is the best dominant. 
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Remark 10. If D 0 we get Theorem 2.2 from Taˇut et alii [9].














1 ´ ; ´ 2 U;
where F is given by (2.17).
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